College of Arts and Sciences

- ~1400 new first-year undergraduates in the College this year
- ~6400 students overall: ~two-thirds of all Penn undergraduates!
- Home base = College Office
  - 120 Claudia Cohen Hall
  - 898-6341
  - www.college.upenn.edu
Four undergraduate schools

- The College
- School of Engineering and Applied Science (SEAS)
- School of Nursing
- Wharton School (business)
Types of Undergraduate Courses

- General education courses
- First-year ("Freshman") seminars
- Writing seminars
- Benjamin Franklin seminars / ISP
- Courses in majors; research-oriented courses
- Service courses for non-majors (e.g., math for engineers)
- ABCS, SAIL, ...
Electronic resources

- **Courses@Penn**
  - Class lists
  - Course Problem Notices
- **Canvas**
- **Class mailing lists**
  - MATH104-002-16C@LISTS.UPENN.EDU
- **Curriculum structure and requirements**
- **Advising tools:** [Advising@Penn](mailto:Advising@Penn)
WELCOME to the School of Arts and Sciences

paulsnie@sas.upenn.edu  898-7867